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Abstract. A scientifically valid accuracy assessment of a large-area, land-cover map is expensive.
Environmental monitoring programs offer a potential source of data to partially defray the cost of
accuracy assessment while still maintaining the statistical validity. In this article, three general
strategies for combining accuracy assessment and environmental monitoring protocols are described. These strategies range from a fully integrated accuracy assessment and environmental
monitoring protocol, to one in which the protocols operate nearly independently. For all three strategies, features critical to using monitoring data for accuracy assessment include compatibility of
the land-cover classification schemes, precisely co-registered sample data, and spatial and temporal
compatibility of the map and reference data. Two monitoring programs, the National Resources Inventory (NRI) and the Forest Inventory and Monitoring (FIM), are used to illustrate important features for implementing a combined protocol.
Keywords: data confidentiality, multiple frame estimation, photo interpretation, probability
sampling

1. Introduction
Land cover is an important geographic attribute relevant to many management and
research problems in natural resources. Mapping land cover via remotely sensed
data is one of the most practical methods for obtaining land-cover information over
broad regional scales at relatively frequent time intervals. Users require map accuracy information to determine the adequacy of a land-cover map for their particular
objectives. Accuracy is determined by comparing the map land-cover label to the
“true” or “reference” land cover at a sample of sites. An accuracy assessment protocol consists of three major components (Stehman and Czaplewski 1998). The response design is the methodology for obtaining the reference land-cover label. The
response design may be based on ground visits to the sample locations, or on interpretation of aerial photography or videography. The sampling design is the protocol
for selecting the locations at which the reference land-cover label will be determined. Ideally, the sample is a probability sample from the full land-cover map. A
probability sample is defined as a sample in which each element (e.g., pixel or polygon) has a known probability of being included in the sample, and all elements of the
population have a non-zero probability of being included in the sample. The third
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component of accuracy assessment is the analysis, which includes estimating various accuracy summary measures. Typically an error matrix is constructed and overall, user’s and producer’s accuracies are reported (Story and Congalton 1986).
Travel, field crew training, and equipment all contribute to the high cost of accuracy assessment. Assessments conducted with a limited budget may suffer from several deficiencies. For example, small sample sizes often result in imprecise estimates
for the rarer land-cover classes. Poor quality GPS units may produce larger errors in
registering the field sample locations with their corresponding map locations, thus increasing the proportion of apparent classification errors that are, in reality, attributable
to registration error. Insufficiently trained field crews or photointerpreters may produce low quality reference data compromising the integrity of the assessment. To save
costs, sometimes probability sampling methods are abandoned entirely, creating difficulties for rigorous inference, or restricted to readily accessed locations such as
roadsides or public lands not representative of the full map population.
Environmental monitoring programs offer a potential source of high quality reference data to alleviate some of the cost burden of accuracy assessment. We will focus on two such programs, the National Resources Inventory (NRI) conducted by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service
(Nusser and Goebel 1997), and the Forest Inventory and Monitoring (FIM) conducted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service (USFS, 1992). Both
programs employ probability sampling designs over spatially extensive areas of the
United States and adhere to strict data quality and documentation standards.
The ability to integrate environmental monitoring and accuracy assessment
protocols would draw from the strengths of both activities and potentially yield a
significant cost reduction for accuracy assessment of large-area, land-cover maps.
If environmental monitoring programs can contribute suitable quality accuracy assessment data, it is more likely that rigorous accuracy assessment will become a
standard component of mapping projects. The purpose of this article is to describe
strategies for combining land-cover map accuracy assessment with environmental
monitoring sampling efforts. Three general strategies are described and evaluated
focusing on the application of the environmental monitoring data to the response
design, sampling design, and analysis components of the accuracy assessment
protocol. The merits of each strategy depend upon the role of land cover/land use
maps to agency objectives. These maps are important inputs to management decisions for public lands and to extension activities that promote improved management of private lands.

2. General Strategies for Combining Monitoring and Accuracy Assessment
Protocols
The strategies for combining accuracy assessment and environmental monitoring
data represent a gradient of integration from virtually none to almost complete in-
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tegration. In a non-integrated strategy, no changes are imposed on the monitoring
program’s sampling and response designs. The monitoring data are used in whatever way possible to contribute to accuracy assessment, but the monitoring agency
would not change protocols to accommodate accuracy assessment objectives.
This strategy, described in detail in Section 4, is applicable when the land cover
mapping project is independent of the activities of the agency conducting the monitoring program.
A more integrated strategy would treat accuracy assessment as an add-on or
attachment to monitoring. The primary sampling objectives would remain those of
the monitoring program, and these objectives drive sample design planning. The
monitoring protocol could be augmented to include an accuracy assessment response design protocol to obtain reference data. Because the monitoring program’s sampling design would not necessarily provide sufficient data for the
accuracy objectives, additional sampling, either by augmenting the monitoring
program’s sampling design or by implementing an independent accuracy assessment sampling design, may be required.
A fully integrated accuracy assessment and environmental monitoring strategy
could be applied within the three-tier monitoring framework proposed by the Committee on the Environmental and Natural Resources (CENR) (Bricker and Ruggiero
1998, NSTC 1997). The three tiers of the CENR framework are: 1) remotely-sensed
data (including satellite imagery, aerial photography, and videography) generating
geographically extensive land-cover information, 2) an extensive probability sample
of ground-based measurements, and 3) intensive study sites at which experiments are
conducted and models developed. In an integrated strategy, both accuracy assessment
and environmental monitoring objectives are incorporated when constructing the
sampling and response design protocols. An advantage of this strategy is that the accuracy assessment objectives are formulated based on the intended applications of the
land-cover map. For example, the accuracy assessment may be designed to evaluate
accuracy of landscape indicators of ecological condition or to increase attention on
those land-cover classes most critical to the validity of an intensive study site model.
This direct link of accuracy assessment objectives to applications is more difficult to
forge if the mapping effort is conducted separately from the monitoring program. The
integration allows more efficient use of resources. Field crews collecting monitoring
data could simultaneously collect reference data for accuracy assessment at sites selected via a probability sampling protocol.

3. Components of an Accuracy Assessment Protocol
3.1

RESPONSE DESIGN

The response design provides the information for assigning a land-cover label or labels to the reference sample location. The land cover/land use classification system
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is one of the key issues to resolve when combining accuracy assessment and environmental monitoring protocols. The FGDC vegetation subcommittee has proposed
a National Vegetation and Information Standard (FGDC 1997) which could serve as
a common vegetation classification system for accuracy assessment and monitoring. The National Vegetation and Information Standard is a hierarchical, systematic,
and unambiguous classification system for vegetation cover of large geographic extent. The system encompasses a comprehensive list of a large number of vegetation
types based on plant physiognomy (life form, structure and phenology) in its upper
level classes and the dominant vegetation species for its lower level classes. The advantages of adopting the National Vegetation and Information Standard for a combined accuracy assessment and monitoring strategy is that vegetation data can be
organized hierarchically and then aggregated to an appropriate level to meet requirements of accuracy assessment. A limitation of the current National Vegetation and
Information Standard is that this system only defines vegetation cover type, and purposely avoids defining land use. Therefore for many land cover/land use mapping
projects typical in the remote sensing community, certain types related to land use
(e.g., urban areas) are not available in this system.
Another commonly used classification system is the USGS land cover/land
use system developed by Anderson et al. (1976). This system is especially designed for land cover/land use mapping from remotely-sensed data, and it includes
several land use categories related to urban, agricultural and range lands. A limitation of this system is that it does not differentiate cropland from pasture at either its
first or second level. Conceptually, if the goal is to create a comprehensive land
cover/land use system for both environmental monitoring as well as accuracy assessment, it is desirable to use a compatible approach based on application of the
FGDC system for land cover and the USGS system for land use.
Some experience addressing differences in land-cover classification schemes
has been gained from the Oregon demonstration project (Goebel et al. 1998,
House et al. 1998) in which the integration of FIM and NRI protocols was evaluated. Differences in definitions between the two programs made it difficult to construct field protocols for determining cover type. Consequently, field crews were
instructed to record data in a format that could be used later for classification according to different definitions, including the land-cover classes of both NRI and
FIM (House et al. 1998). The use of joint NRI and FIM photo interpretation teams
in the Oregon demonstration project was advantageous because of the diversity of
experience of the team members, and the resulting common interpretation of the
standard protocols (House et al. 1998). A similar cooperative approach will be
necessary to implement a protocol allowing monitoring data to be used for accuracy assessment.
In addition to the land-cover class definitions, several other features of the response design need to be resolved. The spatial scale of the monitoring data must be
compatible with the spatial scale of the unit chosen for accuracy assessment. For
example, if the accuracy assessment unit is a 30 x 30 m pixel and the monitoring
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data are collected on a 112 m diameter (1 ha) plot, it is unlikely that the data will be
appropriate for a site-specific accuracy assessment at the 30 m pixel resolution. In
some cases, a non-site-specific accuracy assessment may be possible when the
monitoring data represent a larger spatial unit than the desired map unit for accuracy assessment (see Section 4). Selecting a spatial scale compatible for both environmental monitoring and accuracy assessment data depends on several features,
including the spatial extent of the land cover map, the minimum mapping unit, and
the geometric accuracy of the remotely sensed data. Given the current and emerging technologies and missions acquiring remotely sensed data (e.g., Landsat 7
ETM and the EOS-AM 1 mission), the spatial resolution of optical sensors in general ranges from 30 to 1,000 m. Finer spatial resolution data are likely to be useful
only for very localized studies, and the contribution of environmental monitoring
data to accuracy assessment in these situations is probably minimal because the
necessary spatial detail will be lacking to distinguish the land cover/land use
classes at this resolution. Therefore, it can be argued that an assessment unit of approximately 1 acre (about 4 TM pixels or 0.36 ha) is probably a viable size to accommodate accuracy assessment of most large-area land-cover maps.
Precise co-registration of the map and ground coordinates of the reference sample
locations is critical to ensure that the comparison between the map land-cover label
and the reference label is made for the same spatial location. With the development of
improved and lower cost GPS technology, achieving spatial accuracy of less than 5
meters in the horizontal dimension in the field is possible. This degree of geometric
accuracy is adequate for meeting large-area, land-cover mapping using medium spatial resolution remotely sensed data (e.g., Landsat) and other coarser resolution data
(e.g., AVHRR). The field data collection protocol of the monitoring program needs to
be implemented to ensure spatial accuracy to this level.
The temporal compatibility of reference data with mapped data is always an
issue for accuracy assessment. It is unlikely that the monitoring data will provide
an exact temporal match. The concern is not only with changes in land cover attributable to a difference in years between the mapping date and the monitoring
data, but also with differences in land cover within a growing season. Temporal
compatibility depends on the land cover/land use type. For example, for crop land
and hay/pasture assessment, a within-growing season difference between the reference data and the mapped land cover is probably more critical than a difference
between years. Conversely, for assessment of forest versus transitional (clear cut)
or in cases of urban expansion, a time difference in years will be more important
than a within-season difference. Careful evaluation of the temporal compatibility
of data should be made before using the data for accuracy assessment.
3.2

SAMPLING DESIGN

Satisfying the probability sampling criterion is required of the monitoring program if the data are to contribute to accuracy assessment. The population coverage
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of the monitoring design is another relevant concern. For example, the NRI frame
covers all land within the United States, but sample points on Federal land are not
evaluated for land cover. FIM coverage focuses on forested land and therefore
does not provide complete spatial coverage for accuracy assessment. Because existing monitoring program sampling designs were not constructed with accuracy
assessment objectives in mind, some of the rare land-cover classes important to
accuracy assessment may not be sampled in adequately large numbers. Consequently, the objective of providing class-specific accuracy estimates may be
poorly satisfied because of high variability of these estimates.
Milliken et al. (1998) and Gill et al. (1999) provide a good illustration of using
environmental monitoring data for accuracy assessment. Their study assessed the
accuracy of several attributes of a vegetation mapping project for the Modoc National Forest in northern California. The allocation of sample size to land-cover
types resulting from their use of FIM data is shown in Table I (Gill et al. 1999). Because FIM objectives emphasize forested land and because of the high proportion
of the Conifer class in the region, the Conifer class has a much larger sample size
than the other classes. The Shrub class is also well represented by the FIM data.
However, the other four land-cover classes have sample sizes that are too small for
precise estimates of accuracy and the FIM probability sample would need to be
supplemented to increase the sample size for these rare classes. Because stratification by mapped land-cover type is the most feasible way to ensure a specified sample size for a rare class, a separate sampling design is probably necessary rather
than trying to build upon the existing FIM design for this region.

Table I
Allocation of FIM Sample Data to Land-cover Types in the Modoc National Forest
(from Gill et al. 1999).
Cover Type

Sample size

% of sample

% of mapped population

206

66.0

49.4

Herbaceous

6

1.9

1.3

Hardwood

1

0.3

0.3

Mixed tree

0

0.0

1.9

Non-vegetated

1

0.3

3.3

98

31.4

43.9

Conifer

Shrub
Total sample size

312
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Analogous characteristics may result for an allocation of NRI sample data to
land-cover types because NRI focuses on objectives pertaining to agricultural
land. Larger sample sizes will occur in the intense agriculture region of the
mid-west compared to the smaller area of cultivated land in the western United
States. While agricultural lands may be represented by large sample sizes, the NRI
data may be sparse for assessing accuracy of other land-cover types. It is possible
that by combining data from several monitoring programs, the entire conterminous United States may be well represented. At a minimum, the ability to use FIM
data for a few common forest types and NRI data for some agricultural classes
may achieve a significant reduction in cost.
The differing objectives of environmental monitoring and accuracy assessment often motivate different sampling designs. Within the monitoring and accuracy projects, multiple objectives will exist. Instead of trying to satisfy every
objective, there may exist a “least common denominator” of monitoring and accuracy objectives that can be met given constraints in resources and funding. The
goal should be allocation of resources to take advantage of identified common
sampling and response design structures to best address high priority objectives.
In a fully integrated strategy, a better opportunity exists to construct a sampling design accommodating the dual accuracy assessment and monitoring objectives. A
unified design will be much more amenable to incorporating sampling features
mutually advantageous to the major objectives of both monitoring and accuracy
assessment.
3.3

ANALYSIS

The simplest analyses are available from an equal probability or “self-weighting”
design. However, both monitoring and accuracy assessment sampling designs often
employ unequal probability sampling, for example via an equally allocated stratified design, and a weighted analysis is necessary to account for the unequal probability structure. Consequently, users must be provided with the appropriate sampling
weights for analysis. A similar, though perhaps less critical concern applies to variance estimation. Users interested in computing the standard errors associated with
their accuracy estimates will require additional information on the design structures,
for example cluster and stratum identifiers, that are relevant to variance estimation.
If the sampling design is complex, it may be possible to provide users with simpler,
reduced information to allow for variance approximations that may be adequate for
most applications. If an independent sample is necessary to augment the environmental monitoring design for accuracy assessment, the analysis will require dual
frame estimation procedures (e.g., Hartley 1974, Sarndal et al. 1992). This increases
the complexity of preparing the data for individual user accuracy assessments.
Because many monitoring plots occur on private lands, and measurement of
those plots depends entirely upon the goodwill of the landowner, monitoring programs must carefully protect private property rights. Therefore, site confidentiality
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is a major obstacle to creating a combined accuracy assessment and environmental
monitoring protocol. If the accuracy assessment data analysis is conducted “in
house” by the monitoring agency, the confidentiality problem is diminished. However, because users’ interests will span diverse applications, it is advantageous if users have access to the accuracy sample data to conduct their assessments directly.
Users interested in accuracy for a subregion of the map will require the spatial locations of the sample to conduct subregional analyses. Other users interested in exploring factors associated with classification error will also need location-specific
information.
If the monitoring agency must maintain site confidentiality, no entirely satisfactory option emerges for accommodating both the users and the agency. One approach is for users to submit their analysis specifications to the monitoring agency
and have the agency conduct the analysis. But even if the analysis can be conducted without compromising site confidentiality, the analysis burden imposed
may be unacceptable to the agency. Administrative mechanisms for permitting
these analyses would also be necessary. The possibility exists to reveal sample
sites located on public land, thus providing some data for accuracy assessment,
though not data representing the full population. This would not impinge on private property rights, but monitoring agencies would be rightly concerned that if
public-land sample locations were revealed, land managers would consciously or
unconsciously change the management of these sites compromising the sample’s
integrity for monitoring objectives. The option of non-site-specific accuracy assessment is proposed in the next section as still another approach for dealing with
the confidentiality problem.

4. Use of Environmental Monitoring Data in a Non-Integrated Strategy
The approximately 800,000 NRI sample points and 120,500 FIM field plots distributed across the United States represent a vast pool of data potentially useful for accuracy assessment. Even though neither program currently contains provisions for
using these data for accuracy assessment, several options are available. The simplest
option for using these data is to provide the agency with the land-cover map to be
evaluated, and to request the agency to produce the error matrix and accompanying
accuracy estimates. This option has the advantage of maintaining site confidentiality but the disadvantage of imposing the analysis burden upon the agency.
Another use of the data would be to conduct a “non-site-specific” accuracy assessment in which comparisons are based on area or proportion of area for each
land-cover type aggregated over a spatial region such as a county. For example,
FIM data might be used to estimate the total area of forest by county, and these areas would then be compared to the mapped area in forest for each county. The
agreement between the mapped areas and those estimated from the FIM data
would constitute a measure of non-site-specific accuracy. Merchant et al. (1994)
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conducted a non-site-specific accuracy assessment using FIM data and U.S. Department of Commerce Agricultural Census data to evaluate land cover derived
from AVHRR data. Their work qualitatively assessed the ability to map forest and
agricultural lands at several aggregate spatial units (e.g., county and ecoregion). A
motivation for a non-site-specific assessment is that it may circumvent the confidentiality problem of using monitoring data. By aggregating the data, the exact response values measured at a particular sample site will not be known, and the
sample location itself does not have to be revealed to conduct the assessment.
Several difficulties arise with non-site-specific accuracy assessment. Map errors may compensate resulting in high agreement in the area of the land-cover
class even though the location-specific accuracy may be poor (e.g., a true forest
pixel misclassified as agriculture combined with a true agriculture pixel mislabeled as forest produce the same total area of forest and agriculture). Estimates of
area in the different land-cover types generated from the monitoring data contribute additional variability not present when the true land-cover areas are known.
This increases the variability of the estimated accuracy. The spatial scale to which
the reference data can be aggregated depends on the monitoring program’s sampling design. The region must be large enough so that the sample provides reasonably precise estimates of land-cover area. Consequently, if the environmental
monitoring data are spatially sparse, the aggregate area will need to be large. For
example, FIM data are usually too imprecise for reliable county-level estimates,
so they would need to be aggregated to larger regions. Even under the best circumstances, a non-site-specific accuracy assessment may provide inadequate information to evaluate the utility of the map for many of its intended uses.
Environmental monitoring data may be used to supplement the accuracy assessment information available for a few land-cover classes. The contribution of
FIM data to assessing accuracy of Conifer and Shrub classes was demonstrated by
Milliken et al. (1998). Monitoring data may also be useful for assessing rare
classes for which reference data are lacking. For example, National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) data might be proposed to assess accuracy of wetland classes. But
some difficult problems must be resolved before the NWI data can be put to this
use. Are the definitions of the wetland classes compatible between the NWI and
the mapping project? Is the NWI data registered adequately with the mapped data?
Are the NWI data temporally compatible with the map? For some projects, NWI
data are used to “burn in” the wetlands of the land-cover map. Obviously using
NWI data for accuracy assessment in these projects is inappropriate.
Environmental monitoring data could be used to evaluate reference data quality. For example, suppose the monitoring program acquires reference data from
ground visits, whereas the accuracy assessment response design is based on
photointerpreted reference data. Using the environmental monitoring data as
“truth”, agreement between the photointerpreted land cover and the true land
cover at a small sample of locations provides a check on the quality of photo interpretation. The ability to use existing monitoring data for this evaluation is more
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cost effective than carrying out a separate field test of the accuracy assessment
protocol. The monitoring data might also be used with multivariate calibration
(Czaplewski and Catts 1992) to improve the accuracy assessment estimates.
Lastly, monitoring data have potential use for assessing accuracy of a classification categorizing a quantitative variable. For example, if the mapped categories
are based on forest canopy closure or tree diameter, ground data such as those
available from FIM may be used to assess the accuracy of the mapped classes.
Quantitative ground data are expensive to obtain, so the ability to use existing environmental monitoring data would be a valuable asset. Gill et al. (1999) employed FIM data for this purpose.
When accuracy assessment is conducted with data from an environmental
monitoring program for which accuracy assessment is not a design objective, the
monitoring data will obviously not provide an assessment with exactly the desired
characteristics. Each of the options described for this non-integrated approach
falls short of some accuracy assessment objectives and criteria. The problem of incompatible land cover/land use classes and barriers presented by obligations of
maintaining site confidentiality are major obstacles to employing environmental
monitoring data for accuracy assessment.

5. Summary
The best scenario for combining accuracy assessment with an environmental monitoring program is when the two can be addressed within a unified framework, and
within a single agency or small group of cooperating agencies. The three-tiered
monitoring framework (NSTC 1997) offers a structure within which an integrated
accuracy assessment and environmental monitoring strategy could be highly effective. In this framework, a common land cover/land use classification scheme
could be defined for all three tiers, remote sensing, ground-based probability sampling, and intensive study sites. By including the applications planned for the
land-cover data as part of the unified approach, an important built-in mechanism
for developing objectives of the accuracy assessment is created. If the applications
to which the land-cover map will be subjected are specified, the impact of classification error on these applications is potentially known, and the accuracy assessment objectives may be focused to provide information directly applicable to
determining these impacts. Within a unified framework, a single sampling design
for both accuracy assessment and monitoring may be feasible. For example, the
accuracy assessment objectives may be addressed by increasing the intensity of
sampling effort for some land-cover classes while still retaining the basic structure
of the overall sampling design. When the accuracy assessment objectives originate in house, the monitoring agency retains control of the sample data and site
confidentiality is less of a problem. Although many details would need to be
worked out to implement a combined accuracy assessment and environmental
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monitoring protocol, developing these details would be a productive activity resulting in potential great cost savings for an integrated program such as that proposed in the CENR framework (NSTC 1997).
When the accuracy assessment project originates from outside the agency
conducting the environmental monitoring, the confidentiality and land-cover class
definition problems of a combined protocol become magnified. Further, it is less
probable that the monitoring program sampling design will provide data that will
address adequately all objectives of the accuracy assessment. The problem of
small sample sizes for estimating rare class accuracy is particularly likely. Still,
the advantages of using environmental monitoring data to contribute to accuracy
assessment warrant consideration. The probability sampling foundation, high
quality data, and cost-savings potentially available from environmental monitoring programs are attractive features. Some agencies have dealt with the barriers of
sharing confidential data by establishing data centers with special rights granted to
those who become special agency employees and sign a strong confidentiality
pledge (e.g., Census Bureau data centers). It may be worth examining this model
for sharing environmental monitoring data.
The myriad of land-cover mapping projects and uses of these maps preclude a
single approach to a combined accuracy assessment and environmental monitoring protocol. We have described several strategies and identified problems that
must be resolved to implement a combined protocol. The solution to these problems requires an innovative, interdisciplinary approach. More research is needed
to develop the contributions of monitoring data to scientifically sound, informative, and cost-effective accuracy assessments.
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